The Secrets We Kept  
by Lara Prescott  
F Prescott  
A tale of spycraft and love inspired by the true story of Doctor Zhivago follows the efforts of two CIA agents to help publish Boris Pasternak's censored masterpiece against a backdrop of Cold War Moscow.

Call Your Daughter Home  
by Deb Spera  
F Spera  
Struggling to recover after a pest invasion devastates the economy of 1924 South Carolina, three fierce Southern women unite against terrible injustices that have overshadowed their small-town.

The Huntress  
by Kate Quinn  
F Quinn  
Stranded behind enemy lines, brave bomber pilot Nina Markova becomes the prey of a lethal Nazi murderess known as the Huntress and joins forces with a Nazi hunter and British war correspondent to find her before she finds them.

The Nickel Boys  
by Colson Whitehead  
F Whitehead  

Daisy Jones & the Six  
by Taylor Jenkins Reid  
F Reid  
Two rising 70s rock-and-roll artists are catapulted into stardom when a producer puts them together, a decision that is complicated by a pregnancy and the seductions of fame.

All the Ways We Said Goodbye: A Novel of the Ritz Paris  
by Beatriz Williams  
F Williams  
An heiress, a Resistance fighter, and a widow find their lives intertwined by their wartime experiences and the turbulent 1960s when they seek refuge at Paris' legendary Ritz hotel.

The Island of Sea Women  
by Lisa See  
F See  
The ostracized daughter of a Japanese collaborator and the daughter of their Korean village's head female diver share nearly a century of friendship that is tested by their island's torn position between two warring empires.

The Summer Country  
by Lauren Willig  
F Willig  
Inheriting the ruins of a Barbados sugar plantation, a young woman from Victorian Bristol is seduced by the region's dark tropical beauty at the same time her new neighbors take steps to acquire the property for themselves.
The Bend in the Stars
by Rachel Barenbaum
F. Barenbaum
In World War II-era Russia, an ambitious young doctor and her scientist brother race against Einstein to solve one of the greatest mysteries of the universe.

The Wolf in the Whale
by Jordanna Max Brodsky
F. Brodsky
A young Inuit shaman embarks on a dangerous journey to save her starving people before meeting a Viking warrior and setting in motion a conflict with the potential to both save and shatter her world.

City of Girls
by Elizabeth Gilbert
F. Gilbert
City of Girls traces the experiences of a theater insider in 1940s New York who discovers that she does not have to be a "good girl" in order to be a good person.

Tidelands
by Philippa Gregory
F. Gregory
In a tale set during England’s mid-17th-century civil war, an herbalist seeking to escape an abusive relationship is targeted by witchcraft mania in her tidelands community.

What the Wind Knows
by Amy Harmon
F. Harmon
Anne is suddenly pulled into 1921 where she meets Thomas, a doctor who joins the struggle for Ireland’s independence—a situation that forces Anne to choose between the life she knew and the love she never thought she’d have.

Summer of '69
by Elin Hilderbrand
F. Hilderbrand
As a man flies to the moon and Ted Kennedy sinks a car in Chappaquiddick, four siblings experience the drama, intrigue, and upheaval along with the rest of the country during the summer of 1969.

The World That We Knew
by Alice Hoffman
F. Hoffman
Sent away to 1941 Paris when Berlin becomes too dangerous for Jewish families, a young girl bonds with her protective mystical golem, while her friend, a rabbi’s daughter, rises to become a defender of their people.

The Last Year of the War
by Susan Meissner
F. Meissner
A German-American teen finds her life and identity turned upside down when her father is accused of being a Nazi sympathizer, triggering her family’s forced relocation into a Texas internment camp.

The Yankee Widow
by Linda Lael Miller
F. Miller
Protecting her child and Gettysburg farm at the height of the Civil War, a widow faces difficult choices when she offers shelter to a dedicated Union soldier, a passionate Southern rebel, and a pregnant fugitive slave.

Inland
by Téa Obreht
F. Obreht
A frontierswoman riding out the Arizona Territory drought of 1893 finds her life intertwined with a former outlaw whose ability to see ghosts has inspired an expedition.